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All 7s Starting N- 

NABBERS ABBENRS NABBER, one that nabs (to capture or arrest) [n] 

NABBING ABBGINN NAB, to capture or arrest [v] 

NACELLE ACEELLN shelter on aircraft [n -S] 

NADIRAL AADILNR NADIR, point on celestial sphere [adj] 

NAEVOID ADEINOV NAEVUS, nevus (birthmark) [adj] 

NAFFEST AEFFNST NAFF, lacking taste or style [adj] 

NAFFING AFFGINN NAFF, to fool around [v] 

NAGANAS AAAGNNS NAGANA, disease of horses in Africa [n] 

NAGGERS AEGGNRS NAGGER, one that nags (to find fault incessantly) [n] 

NAGGIER AEGGINR NAGGY, given to nagging [adj] 

NAGGING AGGGINN act of finding fault incessantly [n -S] / NAG, to find fault incessantly [v] 

NAGWARE AAEGNRW software that is at first free but often reminds user to pay for it [n -S] 

NAIADES AADEINS NAIAD, water nymph [n] 

NAILERS AEILNRS NAILER, one that nails (to fasten with nail (slender piece of metal)) [n] 

NAILING AGIILNN NAIL, to fasten with nail (slender piece of metal) [v] 

NAILSET AEILNST steel rod for driving nail into something [n -S] 

NAIVELY AEILNVY NAIVE, lacking sophistication [adv] 

NAIVEST AEINSTV NAIVE, lacking sophistication [adj] 

NAIVETE AEEINTV quality of being naive (lacking sophistication) [n -S] 

NAIVETY AEINTVY naivete (quality of being naive (lacking sophistication)) [n -TIES] 

NAKEDER ADEEKNR NAKED, being without clothing or covering [adj] 

NAKEDLY ADEKLNY NAKED, being without clothing or covering [adv] 

NAMABLE AABELMN NAME, to give title to [adj] 

NAMETAG AAEGMNT tag bearing one's name worn for identification [n -S] 

NANDINA AADINNN Asian shrub [n -S] 

NANDINS ADINNNS NANDIN, evergreen shrub [n] 

NANISMS AIMNNSS NANISM, abnormal smallness [n] 

NANKEEN AEEKNNN cotton fabric [n -S] 

NANKINS AIKNNNS NANKIN, nankeen (cotton fabric) [n] 

NANNIED ADEINNN NANNY, to be overprotective toward [v] 

NANNIES AEINNNS NANNIE, nanny (children’s nurse) [n] / NANNY, to be overprotective toward [v] 

NANOBOT ABNNOOT very small self-propelled machine [n -S] 

NAPALMS AALMNPS NAPALM, to assault with type of incendiary bomb [v] 

NAPHTHA AAHHNPT volatile liquid [n -S] 

NAPHTOL AHLNOPT naphthol (chemical compound) [n -S] 

NAPKINS AIKNNPS NAPKIN, piece of material used to wipe hands and mouth [n] 

NAPLESS AELNPSS threadbare [adj] 

NAPPERS AENPPRS NAPPER, one that naps (to sleep briefly) [n] 

NAPPIER AEINPPR NAPPY, kinky (tightly curled) [adj] 

NAPPIES AEINPPS NAPPIE, diaper [n] 

NAPPING AGINNPP NAP, to sleep briefly [v] 

NARCEIN ACEINNR narceine (opium derivative) [n -S] 

NARCISM ACIMNRS excessive love of oneself [n -S] 

NARCIST ACINRST one given to narcism [n -S] 

NARCOMA AACMNOR stupor induced by narcotic [n -S, -TA] 
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NARCOSE ACENORS characterized by stupor [adj] 

NARDINE ADEINNR NARD, fragrant ointment [adj] 

NARDOOS ADNOORS NARDOO, clover-like plant [n] 

NARGILE AEGILNR narghile (hookah (water pipe)) [n -S] 

NARKIER AEIKNRR NARKY, irritable [adj] 

NARKING AGIKNNR NARK, to spy or inform [v] 

NARRATE AAENRRT to tell story [v -D, -TING, -S] 

NARROWS ANORRSW NARROW, to make narrow [v] 

NARTHEX AEHNRTX vestibule in church [n -ES] 

NARWALS AALNRSW NARWAL, narwhal (arctic aquatic mammal) [n] 

NARWHAL AAHLNRW arctic aquatic mammal [n -S] 

NASALLY AALLNSY through nose [adv] 

NASCENT ACENNST coming into existence [adj] 

NASIONS AINNOSS NASION, point in skull [n] 

NASTIER AEINRST NASTY, offensive to senses [adj] 

NASTIES AEINSST NASTY, something that is nasty [n] 

NASTILY AILNSTY NASTY, offensive to senses [adv] 

NATIONS AINNOST NATION, politically organized people who share territory, customs, and history [n] 

NATIVES AEINSTV NATIVE, original inhabitant of area [n] 

NATRIUM AIMNRTU sodium (metallic element) [n -S] 

NATRONS ANNORST NATRON, chemical compound [n] 

NATTERS AENRSTT NATTER, to chatter (to talk rapidly and trivially) [v] 

NATTIER AEINRTT NATTY, neatly dressed [adj] 

NATTILY AILNTTY NATTY, neatly dressed [adv] 

NATURAL AALNRTU type of musical note [n -S] 

NATURED ADENRTU NATURE, essential qualities of person or thing [adj] 

NATURES AENRSTU NATURE, essential qualities of person or thing [n] 

NAUGHTS AGHNSTU NAUGHT, zero [n] 

NAUGHTY AGHNTUY one that is naughty [n -TIES] 

NAUPLII AIILNPU NAUPLIUS, form of certain crustaceans [n] 

NAUSEAS AAENSSU NAUSEA, stomach disturbance [n] 

NAUTILI AIILNTU NAUTILUS, spiral-shelled mollusk [n] 

NAVAIDS AADINSV NAVAID, navigational device [n] 

NAVALLY AALLNVY NAVAL, pertaining to ships [adv] 

NAVARIN AAINNRV lamb stew with vegetables [n -S] 

NAVETTE AEENTTV gem cut in pointed oval form [n -S] 

NAVVIES AEINSVV NAVVY, manual laborer [n] 

NAYSAID AADINSY NAYSAY, to oppose or deny [v] 

NAYSAYS AANSSYY NAYSAY, to oppose or deny [v] 

NEAREST AEENRST NEAR, situated within short distance [adj] 

NEARING AEGINNR NEAR, to approach (to come near or nearer to) [v] 

NEARISH AEHINRS NEAR, situated within short distance [adj] 

NEATENS AEENNST NEATEN, to make neat [v] 

NEATEST AEENSTT NEAT, being in state of cleanliness and order [adj] 

NEATNIK AEIKNNT compulsively neat person [n -S] 

NEBBISH BBEHINS meek person [n -ES] 
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NEBULAE ABEELNU NEBULA, cloud-like interstellar mass [n] 

NEBULAR ABELNRU NEBULA, cloud-like interstellar mass [adj] 

NEBULAS ABELNSU NEBULA, cloud-like interstellar mass [n] 

NECKERS CEEKNRS NECKER, one that necks (to kiss and caress in lovemaking) [n] 

NECKING CEGIKNN NECK, to kiss and caress in lovemaking [v] / small molding near top of column [n -S] 

NECKLET CEEKLNT close-fitting ornament worn around neck [n -S] 

NECKTIE CEEIKNT strip of fabric worn around neck [n -S] 

NECROSE CEENORS to affect with necrosis [v -D, -SING, -S] 

NECTARS ACENRST NECTAR, delicious drink [n] 

NECTARY ACENRTY plant gland [n -RIES] 

NEDDIES DDEEINS NEDDY, donkey (domestic ass) [n] 

NEEDERS DEEENRS NEEDER, one that needs (to have urgent or essential use for) [n] 

NEEDFUL DEEFLNU something that is needed [n -S] 

NEEDIER DEEEINR NEEDY, in state of poverty [adj] 

NEEDILY DEEILNY in needy (in state of poverty) manner [adv] 

NEEDING DEEGINN NEED, to have urgent or essential use for [v] 

NEEDLED DDEEELN NEEDLE, to sew with slender, pointed instrument [v] 

NEEDLER DEEELNR one that needles (to sew with slender, pointed instrument) [n -S] 

NEEDLES DEEELNS NEEDLE, to sew with slender, pointed instrument [v] 

NEGATED ADEEGNT NEGATE, to nullify (to make useless or ineffective) [v] 

NEGATER AEEGNRT one that negates (to nullify (to make useless or ineffective)) [n -S] 

NEGATES AEEGNST NEGATE, to nullify (to make useless or ineffective) [v] 

NEGATON AEGNNOT negatron (electron (elementary particle)) [n -S] 

NEGATOR AEGNORT negater (one that negates (to nullify)) [n -S] 

NEGLECT CEEGLNT to fail to pay attention to [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

NEGLIGE EEGGILN negligee (woman's dressing gown) [n -S] 

NEGROID DEGINOR member of black race [n -S] 

NEGRONI EGINNOR alcoholic beverage [n -S] 

NEGUSES EEGNSSU NEGUS, alcoholic beverage [n] 

NEIGHED DEEGHIN NEIGH, to utter cry of horse [v] 

NEKTONS EKNNOST NEKTON, free-swimming marine animals [n] 

NELLIES EEILLNS NELLIE, effeminate male [n] / NELLY [n] 

NELSONS ELNNOSS NELSON, wrestling hold [n] 

NELUMBO BELMNOU aquatic herb [n -S] 

NEMATIC ACEIMNT liquid crystal in particular phase [n -S] 

NEMESES EEEMNSS NEMESIS, formidable opponent [n] 

NEMESIA AEEIMNS flowering African plant [n -S] 

NEMESIS EEIMNSS formidable opponent [n -SES] 

NEOCONS CENNOOS NEOCON, neoconservative [n] 

NEOGENE EEEGNNO of or pertaining to certain geologic time period [adj] 

NEOLITH EHILNOT ancient stone implement [n -S] 

NEOLOGY EGLNOOY new word or phrase [n -GIES] 

NEONATE AEENNOT newborn child [n -S] 

NEOTENY EENNOTY attainment of sexual maturity in larval stage [n -NIES] 

NEOTYPE EENOPTY specimen of species [n -S] 

NEPETAS AEENPST NEPETA, catnip (aromatic herb) [n] 
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NEPHEWS EEHNPSW NEPHEW, son of one's brother or sister [n] 

NEPHRIC CEHINPR renal (pertaining to kidneys (bodily organ)) [adj] 

NEPHRON EHNNOPR excretory unit of kidney [n -S] 

NEPOTIC CEINOPT NEPOTISM, favoritism shown to relative [adj] 

NERDIER DEEINRR NERDY, socially inept [adj] 

NERDISH DEHINRS NERD, socially inept person [adj] 

NEREIDS DEEINRS NEREID, sea nymph [n] 

NERITIC CEIINRT pertaining to shallow water [adj] 

NEROLIS EILNORS NEROLI, fragrant oil [n] 

NERVATE AEENRTV having veins [adj] 

NERVIER EEINRRV NERVY, impudent (offensively bold or disrespectful) [adj] 

NERVILY EILNRVY in nervy (impudent (offensively bold or disrespectful)) manner [adv] 

NERVINE EEINNRV soothing medicine [n -S] 

NERVING EGINNRV NERVE, to give courage to [v] / type of veterinary operation [n -S] 

NERVOUS ENORSUV easily excited [adj] 

NERVULE EELNRUV nervure (vascular ridge on leaf) [n -S] 

NERVURE EENRRUV vascular ridge on leaf [n -S] 

NESTERS EENRSST NESTER, one that nests (to build nest (structure for holding bird eggs)) [n] 

NESTFUL EFLNSTU as much as nest can hold [n -S] 

NESTING EGINNST NEST, to build nest (structure for holding bird eggs) [v] 

NESTLED DEELNST NESTLE, to lie snugly [v] 

NESTLER EELNRST one that nestles (to lie snugly) [n -S] 

NESTLES EELNSST NESTLE, to lie snugly [v] 

NESTORS ENORSST NESTOR, wise old man [n] 

NETBALL ABELLNT team game similar to basketball [n -S] 

NETBOOK BEKNOOT small portable computer [n -S] 

NETFULS EFLNSTU NETFUL, as much as net can hold [n] 

NETIZEN EEINNTZ frequent user of Internet [n -S] 

NETLESS EELNSST having no net [adj] 

NETLIKE EEIKLNT resembling net [adj] 

NETSUKE EEKNSTU button-like fixture on Japanese clothing [n -S] 

NETSURF EFNRSTU to browse Internet for information [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

NETTERS EENRSTT NETTER, one that nets (to catch in net (type of openwork fabric)) [n] 

NETTIER EEINRTT NETTY, resembling net [adj] 

NETTING EGINNTT net [n -S] / NET, to catch in net (type of openwork fabric) [v] / NETT [v] 

NETTLED DEELNTT NETTLE, to make angry [v] 

NETTLER EELNRTT one that nettles (to make angry) [n -S] 

NETTLES EELNSTT NETTLE, to make angry [v] 

NETWORK EKNORTW to cover with or as if with crossing lines [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

NEURINE EEINNRU ptomaine poison [n -S] 

NEUROID DEINORU resembling nerve [adj] 

NEUROMA AEMNORU type of tumor (abnormal swelling) [n -S, -TA] 

NEURONE EENNORU neuron (basic cellular unit of nervous system) [n -S] 

NEURONS ENNORSU NEURON, basic cellular unit of nervous system [n] 

NEURULA AELNRUU vertebrate embryo [n -E, -S] 

NEUSTIC CEINSTU NEUSTON, aggregate of small aquatic organisms [adj] 
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NEUSTON ENNOSTU aggregate of small aquatic organisms [n -S] 

NEUTERS EENRSTU NEUTER, to castrate (to remove testes of) [v] 

NEUTRAL AELNRTU one that is impartial [n -S] 

NEUTRON ENNORTU subatomic particle [n -S] 

NEWBIES BEEINSW NEWBIE, newcomer (one that has recently arrived) [n] 

NEWBORN BENNORW recently born infant [n -S] 

NEWMOWN EMNNOWW recently mown [adj] 

NEWNESS EENNSSW state of being new (existing only short time) [n -ES] 

NEWSBOY BENOSWY boy who delivers or sells newspapers [n -S] 

NEWSIER EEINRSW NEWSY, full of news [adj] 

NEWSIES EEINSSW NEWSIE, newsy (newsboy (boy who delivers or sells newspapers)) [n] / NEWSY [n] 

NEWSMAN AEMNNSW news reporter [n -MEN] 

NEWSMEN EEMNNSW NEWSMAN, news reporter [n] 

NEWTONS ENNOSTW NEWTON, unit of force [n] 

NEXUSES EENSSUX NEXUS, connection or link [n] 

NIACINS ACIINNS NIACIN, B vitamin [n] 

NIAGARA AAAGINR outpouring or deluge [n -S] 

NIBBING BBGIINN NIB, to provide with penpoint [v] 

NIBBLED BBDEILN NIBBLE, to eat with small bites [v] 

NIBBLER BBEILNR one that nibbles (to eat with small bites) [n -S] 

NIBBLES BBEILNS NIBBLE, to eat with small bites [v] 

NIBLETS BEILNST NIBLET, small piece of food [n] 

NIBLICK BCIIKLN golf club [n -S] 

NIBLIKE BEIIKLN resembling penpoint (point of pen) [adj] 

NICHING CGHIINN NICHE, to place in receding space or hollow [v] 

NICKELS CEIKLNS NICKEL, to plate with nickel (metallic element) [v] 

NICKERS CEIKNRS NICKER, to neigh (to utter cry of horse) [v] 

NICKING CGIIKNN NICK, to make shallow cut in [v] 

NICKLED CDEIKLN NICKLE, to nickel (to plate with nickel (metallic element)) [v] 

NICKLES CEIKLNS NICKLE, to nickel (to plate with nickel (metallic element)) [v] 

NICOISE CEIINOS served with black olives, tomatoes, olive oil, and often anchovies [adj] 

NICOTIN CIINNOT nicotine (poisonous alkaloid in tobacco) [n -S] 

NICTATE ACEINTT to wink (to close and open one eye quickly) [v -D, -TING, -S] 

NIDATED ADDEINT NIDATE, to become implanted in uterus [v] 

NIDATES ADEINST NIDATE, to become implanted in uterus [v] 

NIDGETS DEGINST NIDGET, idiot (mentally deficient person) [n] 

NIDUSES DEINSSU NIDUS, nest or breeding place [n] 

NIELLOS EILLNOS NIELLO, black metallic substance [n] / NIELLO, to decorate with niello [v] 

NIFFERS EFFINRS NIFFER, to barter (to trade (to give in exchange for another commodity)) [v] 

NIFFIER EFFIINR NIFFY, stinky (emitting foul odor) [adj] 

NIFFING FFGIINN NIFF, to stink (to emit foul odor) [v] 

NIFTIER EFIINRT NIFTY, stylish; pleasing [adj] 

NIFTIES EFIINST NIFTY, something that is nifty (stylish; pleasing) [n] 

NIFTILY FIILNTY NIFTY, stylish; pleasing [adv] 

NIGELLA AEGILLN annual herb [n -S] 

NIGGARD ADGGINR to act stingily [v -ED, -ING, -S] 
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NIGGLED DEGGILN NIGGLE, to worry over petty details [v] 

NIGGLER EGGILNR one that niggles (to worry over petty details) [n -S] 

NIGGLES EGGILNS NIGGLE, to worry over petty details [v] 

NIGHEST EGHINST NIGH, near (situated within short distance) [adj] 

NIGHING GGHIINN NIGH, to approach (to come near or nearer to) [v] 

NIGHTIE EGHIINT nightgown [n -S] 

NIGHTLY GHILNTY every night; at night [adv] 

NIGRIFY FGIINRY to make black [v -FIED, -ING, -FIES] 

NILGAIS AGIILNS NILGAI, large antelope [n] 

NILGAUS AGILNSU NILGAU, nilgai (large antelope) [n] 

NILGHAI AGHIILN nilgai (large antelope) [n -S] 

NILGHAU AGHILNU nilgai (large antelope) [n -S] 

NILLING GIILLNN NILL, to be unwilling [v] 

NIMBLER BEILMNR NIMBLE, agile (able to move quickly and easily) [adj] 

NIMIETY EIIMNTY excess [n -TIES] 

NIMIOUS IIMNOSU NIMIETY, excess [adj] 

NIMMING GIIMMNN NIM, to steal (to take without right or permission) [v] 

NIMRODS DIMNORS NIMROD, hunter (one that hunts (to pursue for food or sport)) [n] 

NINEPIN EIINNNP wooden pin used in bowling game [n -S] 

NINNIES EIINNNS NINNY, fool [n] 

NINTHLY HILNNTY in ninth place [adv] 

NIOBATE ABEINOT chemical salt [n -S] 

NIOBITE BEIINOT mineral columbite [n -S] 

NIOBIUM BIIMNOU metallic element [n -S] 

NIOBOUS BINOOSU NIOBIUM, metallic element [adj] 

NIPPERS EINPPRS NIPPER, one that nips (to pinch (to squeeze between two edges or surfaces)) [n] 

NIPPIER EIINPPR NIPPY, sharp or biting [adj] 

NIPPILY IILNPPY in nippy (sharp or biting) manner [adv] 

NIPPING GIINNPP NIP, to pinch (to squeeze between two edges or surfaces) [v] 

NIPPLED DEILNPP NIPPLE, protuberance on breast [adj] 

NIPPLES EILNPPS NIPPLE, protuberance on breast [n] 

NIQAABS AABINQS NIQAAB, niqab (veil worn by some Muslim women) [n] 

NIRVANA AAINNRV blessed state in Buddhism [n -S] 

NITERIE EEIINRT nitery (nightclub) [n -S] 

NITINOL IILNNOT alloy of nickel and titanium [n -S] 

NITPICK CIIKNPT to fuss over petty details [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

NITRATE AEINRTT to treat with nitric acid [v -D, -TING, -S] 

NITRIDE DEIINRT to convert into nitride (compound of nitrogen) [v -D, -DING, -S] 

NITRIDS DIINRST NITRID, nitride [n] 

NITRIFY FIINRTY to combine with nitrogen [v -FIED, -ING, -FIES] 

NITRILE EIILNRT chemical compound [n -S] 

NITRILS IILNRST NITRIL, nitrile (chemical compound) [n] 

NITRITE EIINRTT salt of nitrous acid [n -S] 

NITROSO INOORST containing nitrosyl (univalent radical) [adj] 

NITROUS INORSTU containing nitrogen (gaseous element) [adj] 

NITTIER EIINRTT NITTY, full of nits [adj] 
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NITWITS IINSTTW NITWIT, stupid person [n] 

NIVEOUS EINOSUV resembling snow [adj] 

NOBBIER BBEINOR NOBBY, elegant (tastefully opulent) [adj] 

NOBBILY BBILNOY in nobby (elegant (tastefully opulent)) manner [adv] 

NOBBLED BBDELNO NOBBLE, to disable racehorse [v] 

NOBBLER BBELNOR one that nobbles (to disable racehorse) [n -S] 

NOBBLES BBELNOS NOBBLE, to disable racehorse [v] 

NOBLEST BELNOST NOBLE, possessing qualities of excellence [adj] 

NOCEBOS BCENOOS NOCEBO, harmless substance that induces harmful effects in patients having negative expectations [n] 

NOCKING CGIKNNO NOCK, to notch bow or arrow [v] 

NOCTUID CDINOTU night-flying moth [n -S] 

NOCTULE CELNOTU large bat [n -S] 

NOCTURN CNNORTU religious service [n -S] 

NOCUOUS CNOOSUU harmful (capable of harming) [adj] 

NODALLY ADLLNOY NODAL, of nature of node [adv] 

NODDERS DDENORS NODDER, one that nods (to briefly lower head forward) [n] 

NODDIES DDEINOS NODDY, fool [n] 

NODDING DDGINNO NOD, to briefly lower head forward [v] 

NODDLED DDDELNO NODDLE, to nod frequently [v] 

NODDLES DDELNOS NODDLE, to nod frequently [v] 

NODICAL ACDILNO pertaining to astronomical point [adj] 

NODULAR ADLNORU NODULE, small node [adj] 

NODULES DELNOSU NODULE, small node [n] 

NOGGING GGGINNO NOG, to fill in space in wall with bricks [v] / type of masonry (structure built of stone or brick) [n -S] 

NOGGINS GGINNOS NOGGIN, small cup [n] 

NOIRISH HIINORS NOIR, bleak type of crime fiction [adj] 

NOISIER EIINORS NOISY, making loud sounds [adj] 

NOISILY IILNOSY NOISY, making loud sounds [adv] 

NOISING GIINNOS NOISE, to spread as rumor or report [v] 

NOISOME EIMNOOS disgusting; harmful [adj] 

NOMADIC ACDIMNO NOMAD, wanderer (one that wanders (to move about with no destination or purpose)) [adj] 

NOMARCH ACHMNOR head of nome (Greek province) [n -S] 

NOMBLES BELMNOS numbles (animal entrails) [n NOMBLES] 

NOMBRIL BILMNOR point on heraldic shield [n -S] 

NOMINAL AILMNNO word used as noun [n -S] 

NOMINEE EEIMNNO one that is nominated [n -S] 

NOMISMS IMMNOSS NOMISM, strict adherence to moral law [n] 

NONACID ACDINNO substance that is not acid [n -S] 

NONAGES AEGNNOS NONAGE, period of immaturity [n] 

NONAGON AGNNNOO nine-sided polygon [n -S] 

NONANES AENNNOS NONANE, colorless liquid hydrocarbon [n] 

NONARTS ANNORST NONART, something that is not art [n] 

NONBANK ABKNNNO business that is not bank [n -S] 

NONBODY BDNNOOY person's nonphysical nature [n -DIES] 

NONBOOK BKNNOOO book of little literary merit [n -S] 

NONCASH ACHNNOS other than cash [adj] 
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NONCOLA ACLNNOO beverage that is not cola [n -S] 

NONCOMS CMNNOOS NONCOM, noncommissioned officer [n] 

NONCORE CENNOOR not being in or relating to central part [adj] 

NONDRIP DINNOPR that does not drip [adj] 

NONDRUG DGNNORU not involving drugs [adj] 

NONEGOS EGNNOOS NONEGO, all that is not part of ego [n] 

NONFACT ACFNNOT statement not based on fact [n -S] 

NONFANS AFNNNOS NONFAN, person who is not fan (enthusiast) [n] 

NONFARM AFMNNOR not pertaining to farm [adj] 

NONFOOD DFNNOOO pertaining to something other than food [adj] 

NONFUEL EFLNNOU not used as fuel [adj] 

NONGAME AEGMNNO not hunted for food, sport, or fur [adj] 

NONGAYS AGNNOSY NONGAY, person who is not homosexual [n] 

NONHEME EEHMNNO not containing iron that is bound like that of heme [adj] 

NONHERO EHNNOOR antihero (protagonist who is notably lacking in heroic qualities) [n -ES] 

NONHOME EHMNNOO not taking place in home [adj] 

NONIRON INNNOOR not needing to be ironed [adj] 

NONJURY JNNORUY case not involving jury [n -RIES] 

NONKINS IKNNNOS NONKIN, ones who are not kin [n]  

NONLIFE EFILNNO absence of life [n -IVES] 

NONMEAT AEMNNOT not containing meat [adj] 

NONNEWS ENNNOSW not being news [adj] 

NONOILY ILNNOOY not oily (covered or soaked with oil) [adj] 

NONORAL ALNNOOR not involving mouth [adj] 

NONPAID ADINNOP not paid (to give money or something of value in exchange for goods or services) [adj] 

NONPAST ANNOPST verb form that lacks inflection for past tense [n -S] 

NONPEAK AEKNNOP being time when something is not at its highest level [adj] 

NONPLAY ALNNOPY theatrical work that is not play [n -S] 

NONPLUS LNNOPSU to baffle (to confuse (to mix up mentally)) [v -ED, -ING, -ES, -SSED, -SSING, -SSES] 

NONPOOR NNOOOPR not being poor [adj] 

NONPROS NNOOPRS to enter judgment against plaintiff who fails to prosecute [v -SSED, -SSING, -SSES] 

NONSELF EFLNNOS foreign material in body [n -ELVES] 

NONSKED DEKNNOS airline without scheduled flying times [n -S] 

NONSKID DIKNNOS designed to inhibit skidding [adj] 

NONSLIP ILNNOPS designed to prevent slipping [adj] 

NONSTOP NNOOPST flight without stop en route [n -S] 

NONSUCH CHNNOSU nonesuch (person or thing without equal) [n -ES] 

NONSUIT INNOSTU to dismiss lawsuit of [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

NONUPLE ELNNOPU number nine times as great as another [n -S] 

NONUSER ENNORSU one that is not user [n -S] 

NONUSES ENNOSSU NONUSE, failure to use [n] 

NONWAGE AEGNNOW not including or involving wages (money paid for work or services) [adj] 

NONWARS ANNORSW NONWAR, war that is not officially declared [n] 

NONWOOL LNNOOOW not made of wool [adj] 

NONWORD DNNOORW word that has no meaning [n -S] 

NONWORK KNNOORW not involving work [adj] 
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NONZERO ENNOORZ having value other than zero [adj] 

NOODGED DDEGNOO NOODGE, to nag (to find fault incessantly) [v] 

NOODGES DEGNOOS NOODGE, to nag (to find fault incessantly) [v] 

NOODLED DDELNOO NOODLE, to play idly on musical instrument [v] 

NOODLES DELNOOS NOODLE, to play idly on musical instrument [v] 

NOOGIES EGINOOS NOOGIE, playful rubbing of one's knuckles on another's head [n] 

NOONDAY ADNNOOY noon (midday (middle of day)) [n -S] 

NOONERS ENNOORS NOONER, event that occurs during middle of day [n] 

NOONING GINNNOO meal eaten at noon [n -S] 

NOOSERS ENOORSS NOOSER, one that nooses (to secure with type of loop) [n] 

NOOSING GINNOOS NOOSE, to secure with type of loop [v] 

NOPALES AELNOPS NOPAL, cactus of Mexico and Central America [n] 

NOPLACE ACELNOP not in or at any place [adv] 

NORITES EINORST NORITE, granular rock [n] 

NORITIC CIINORT NORITE, granular rock [adj] 

NORLAND ADLNNOR region in north [n -S] 

NORMALS ALMNORS NORMAL, usual or expected state or form [n] 

NORTENA AENNORT style of folk music of northern Mexico and Texas [n -S] 

NORTENO ENNOORT inhabitant of northern Mexico [n -S] 

NORTHER EHNORRT wind or storm from north [n -S] 

NOSEBAG ABEGNOS feedbag (bag for feeding horses) [n -S] 

NOSEGAY AEGNOSY bouquet (bunch of flowers) [n -S] 

NOSHERS EHNORSS NOSHER, one that noshes (to eat snacks between meals) [n] 

NOSHING GHINNOS NOSH, to eat snacks between meals [v] 

NOSIEST EINOSST NOSY, unduly curious [adj] / NOSEY [adj] 

NOSINGS GINNOSS NOSING, projecting edge [n] 

NOSTOCS CNOOSST NOSTOC, freshwater alga [n] 

NOSTRIL ILNORST external opening of nose [n -S] 

NOSTRUM MNORSTU medicine of one's own invention [n -S] 

NOTABLE ABELNOT person of distinction [n -S] 

NOTABLY ABLNOTY in distinguished manner [adv] 

NOTATED ADENOTT NOTATE, to put into notation [v] 

NOTATES AENOSTT NOTATE, to put into notation [v] 

NOTATOR ANOORTT one that notates (to put into notation) [n -S] 

NOTCHED CDEHNOT NOTCH, to make angular cut in [v] 

NOTCHER CEHNORT one that notches (to make angular cut in) [n -S] 

NOTCHES CEHNOST NOTCH, to make angular cut in [v] 

NOTEDLY DELNOTY in famous (well-known) manner [adv] 

NOTELET EELNOTT small sheet of paper for informal letter [n -S] 

NOTEPAD ADENOPT number of sheets of paper glued together at one end [n -S] 

NOTHING GHINNOT absence of all quantity or magnitude [n -S] 

NOTICED CDEINOT NOTICE, to become aware of [v] 

NOTICER CEINORT one that notices (to become aware of) [n -S] 

NOTICES CEINOST NOTICE, to become aware of [v] 

NOTIONS INNOOST NOTION, general idea [n] 

NOUGATS AGNOSTU NOUGAT, chewy candy [n] 
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NOUGHTS GHNOSTU NOUGHT, naught (zero) [n] 

NOUMENA AEMNNOU NOUMENON, object of intellectual intuition [n] 

NOURISH HINORSU to sustain with food [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

NOUVEAU AENOUUV newly arrived or developed [adj] 

NOVATED ADENOTV NOVATE, to replace old contract with new one [v] 

NOVATES AENOSTV NOVATE, to replace old contract with new one [v] 

NOVELLA AELLNOV short novel [n -S, -LLE] 

NOVELLE EELLNOV NOVELLA, short novel [n] 

NOVELLY ELLNOVY in new or unusual manner [adv] 

NOVELTY ELNOTVY something new or unusual [n -TIES] 

NOVENAE AEENNOV NOVENA, religious devotion lasting nine days [n] 

NOVENAS AENNOSV NOVENA, religious devotion lasting nine days [n] 

NOVICES CEINOSV NOVICE, person new to any field or activity [n] 

NOWHERE EEHNORW nonexistent place [n -S] 

NOWNESS ENNOSSW state of existing at present time [n -ES] 

NOXIOUS INOOSUX harmful to health [adj] 

NOYADES ADENOSY NOYADE, execution by drowning [n] 

NOZZLES ELNOSZZ NOZZLE, projecting spout [n] 

NUANCED ACDENNU NUANCE, to give subtle shade of meaning to [v] 

NUANCES ACENNSU NUANCE, to give subtle shade of meaning to [v] 

NUBBERS BBENRSU NUBBER, weakly hit baseball that was not bunted [n]  

NUBBIER BBEINRU NUBBY, having nubs [adj] 

NUBBINS BBINNSU NUBBIN, undeveloped fruit [n] 

NUBBLES BBELNSU NUBBLE, small nub [n] 

NUBUCKS BCKNSUU NUBUCK, soft sueded leather [n] 

NUCELLI CEILLNU NUCELLUS, essential part of plant ovule [n] 

NUCHALS ACHLNSU NUCHAL, anatomical part lying in region of nape [n] 

NUCLEAL ACELLNU nuclear (pertaining to nucleus (essential part of cell)) [adj] 

NUCLEAR ACELNRU pertaining to nucleus (essential part of cell) [adj] 

NUCLEIN CEILNNU protein found in nuclei [n -S] 

NUCLEON CELNNOU subatomic particle [n -S] 

NUCLEUS CELNSUU essential part of cell [n -EI, -ES] 

NUCLIDE CDEILNU species of atom [n -S] 

NUDGERS DEGNRSU NUDGER, one that nudges (to push gently) [n] 

NUDGING DGGINNU NUDGE, to push gently [v] 

NUDISMS DIMNSSU NUDISM, practice of going nude [n] 

NUDISTS DINSSTU NUDIST, advocate of nudism [n] 

NUDNICK CDIKNNU nudnik (annoying person) [n -S] 

NUDNIKS DIKNNSU NUDNIK, annoying person [n] 

NUDZHED DDEHNUZ NUDZH, to noodge (to nag (to find fault incessantly)) [v] 

NUDZHES DEHNSUZ NUDZH, to noodge (to nag (to find fault incessantly)) [v] 

NUGGETS EGGNSTU NUGGET, mass of solid matter [n] 

NUGGETY EGGNTUY NUGGET, mass of solid matter [adj] 

NULLAHS AHLLNSU NULLAH, ravine (narrow, steep-sided valley) [n] 

NULLIFY FILLNUY to make useless or ineffective [v -FIED, -ING, -FIES] 

NULLING GILLNNU NULL, to reduce to nothing [v] 
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NULLITY ILLNTUY something of no legal force [n -TIES] 

NUMBATS ABMNSTU NUMBAT, small Australian mammal [n] 

NUMBERS BEMNRSU NUMBER, to count (to list or mention units of one by one to ascertain total) [v] 

NUMBEST BEMNSTU NUMB, lacking sensation [adj] 

NUMBING BGIMNNU NUMB, to make numb [v] 

NUMBLES BELMNSU animal entrails [n NUMBLES] 

NUMDAHS ADHMNSU NUMDAH, embroidered rug of India [n] 

NUMERAL AELMNRU symbol that expresses number [n -S] 

NUMERIC CEIMNRU numeral (symbol that expresses number) [n -S] 

NUMMARY AMMNRUY pertaining to coins [adj] 

NUMMIER EIMMNRU NUMMY, delicious [adj] 

NUMNAHS AHMNNSU NUMNAH, pad placed under saddle [n] 

NUNATAK AAKNNTU mountain peak completely surrounded by glacial ice [n -S] 

NUNCHUK CHKNNUU nunchaku (Japanese weapon) [n -S] 

NUNCIOS CINNOSU NUNCIO, ambassador from pope [n] 

NUNCLES CELNNSU NUNCLE, uncle (brother of one's father or mother) [n] 

NUNLIKE EIKLNNU resembling nun (woman belonging to religious order) [adj] 

NUNNERY ENNNRUY religious house for nuns [n -RIES] 

NUNNISH HINNNSU of, pertaining to, or characteristic of nun [adj] 

NUPTIAL AILNPTU wedding (marriage ceremony) [n -S] 

NURLING GILNNRU NURL, to knurl (to make grooves or ridges in) [v] 

NURSERS ENRRSSU NURSER, baby's bottle [n] 

NURSERY ENRRSUY room for young children [n -RIES] 

NURSING GINNRSU NURSE, to care for sick or infirm [v] / profession of one who nurses [n -S] 

NURTURE ENRRTUU to nourish (to sustain with food) [v -D, -RING, -S] 

NUTATED ADENTTU NUTATE, to exhibit nutation (oscillatory movement of axis of rotating body) [v] 

NUTATES AENSTTU NUTATE, to exhibit nutation (oscillatory movement of axis of rotating body) [v] 

NUTBARS ABNRSTU NUTBAR, bar made from chopped nuts [n] 

NUTCASE ACENSTU crazy person [n -S] 

NUTGALL AGLLNTU gallnut (abnormal swelling of plant tissue) [n -S] 

NUTJOBS BJNOSTU NUTJOB, crazy person [n]  

NUTLETS ELNSTTU NUTLET, small nut [n] 

NUTLIKE EIKLNTU resembling nut [adj] 

NUTMEAT AEMNTTU edible kernel of nut [n -S] 

NUTMEGS EGMNSTU NUTMEG, aromatic seed used as spice [n] 

NUTPICK CIKNPTU device for extracting kernels from nuts [n -S] 

NUTRIAS AINRSTU NUTRIA, coypu (aquatic rodent) [n] 

NUTSIER EINRSTU NUTSY, crazy (insane (mentally unsound)) [adj] 

NUTTERS ENRSTTU NUTTER, one that gathers nuts [n] 

NUTTIER EINRTTU NUTTY, silly; crazy [adj]  

NUTTILY ILNTTUY NUTTY, silly; crazy [adv] 

NUTTING GINNTTU act of gathering nuts [n -S] / NUT, to gather nuts (hard-shelled dry fruits) [v] 

NUTWOOD DNOOTUW nut-bearing tree [n -S] 

NUZZLED DELNUZZ NUZZLE, to push with nose [v] 

NUZZLER ELNRUZZ one that nuzzles (to push with nose) [n -S] 

NUZZLES ELNSUZZ NUZZLE, to push with nose [v] 
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NYLGHAI AGHILNY nilgai (large antelope) [n -S] 

NYLGHAU AGHLNUY nilgai (large antelope) [n -S] 

NYLONED DELNNOY NYLON, synthetic material [adj] 

NYMPHAE AEHMNPY NYMPHA, fold of vulva [n] 

NYMPHAL AHLMNPY pertaining to nymph (female spirit) [adj] 

NYMPHED DEHMNPY NYMPH, to fish using fly (hook with silk or feathers) that looks like larva [v] 

NYMPHET EHMNPTY young nymph [n -S] 

NYMPHOS HMNOPSY NYMPHO, woman obsessed by sexual desire [n] 
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